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from rotation in the applied magnetic field
by fixing them in plasticine (modelling
clay). Once, a student burst into my room
9
with the news that the nuclear spin of ° Co
I was I = 5/2; I pointed out that it was
well known to be l = 7/2. What he had
discovered was a manganese impurity
spectrum in plasticine; for many years its
hyperfine structure was used to calibrate
the modulation field in electron spin resonance experiments at low temperatures.
“Forbidden” Hyperfine Transitions
The high intensity of the “forbidden”
lines was only explained many years later.
Brebis Bleaney
In the electron spin resonance spectrum of
Clarendon Laboratory
divalent vanadium in a single crystal of
University of Oxford
zinc fluosilicate, Roy Rubins had deterOxford OXI 3PU
mined and fitted the orientation depenEngland
dence of their intensity, but not the magnitude. I then realised the importance of
cross terms between the electronic splitApril 18, 1990 ting and the hyperfine interaction and deHyperfine structure in the
spin rived formulae for the intensity of such
2~electron
5
resonance spectrum of Mn ,3d , was first transitions, together with their positions in
1
observed by David Ingram, now vice the spectrum, including small displacechancellor of the University of Kent at ments arising from the nuclear Zeeman
Canterbury, England, and me. The sixfold interaction. This paper contains photoelectronic multiplicity is slightly split by graphs of the extra lines in this substance
crystal field effects; together with the hy- (figure 2) and in modelling clay (figure 4).
perfine structure, they were analysed for There are also weaker transitions where
two single crystals, each diluted with dia- ml changes by ±2.
2
magnetic ions to reduce broadening by the
Similar transitions occur in crystals of
random magnetic fields of neighbouring MgO with a different angular dependence
ions. The strong hyperfine tines corre- of intensity, since the cubic crystal field
3 is
A
spond to electronic transitions in which involved, and in powdered samples
4
the nuclear magnetic quantum number ml “far-out” observation is reported in caldoes not change; weak lines, clearly from
cite from a crater caused by a nuclear
transitions in which mi changes by ±1, explosion on Eniwetok Atoll. Generally
appeared when the external magnetic field such “forbidden” transitions are menwas at an angle to the symmetry axes, with tioned, but are not central to the paper.
inexplicably large intensity.
However,5 in ZnTiF 6 H20, their intensity
6 K in a phase-change
In early work, highly anisotropic crystals increases below 180
such as cobalt compounds were secured from trigonal to monoclinic structure.
This paper provided an explanation for the abnormal intensity of forbidden’ hypenine transitions
in electron spin resonance. These appear for ions
in which the electronic ground state has more
than twofold degeneracy and arise from combinations of off-diagonal terms in the electronic and
nuclear spin Hamiltonians. The Sc! g indicates
that this paper has been cited in more than 95
publications.l
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